
Tutor and Enrichment
How is everyone? If you had to choose an emoji to describe your 
mood right now what would it be?

How have your lessons been this week?

How many behaviour points have you collected?

What is your attendance this week?

Have you found anything difficult or challenging?

Careers: Have you applied to college? University? An 
apprenticeship?



Announcement: Student Council

Year 13 Student Council Meeting

Monday 22nd March – P3 (11.15am) in the Hall.

Year 12 Student Council Meeting

Friday 26th March – P1 (9.20am) in the Hall.



Today’s TER will be delivered by Tutors 
and the theme is Self-Efficacy.



What connects these people?



What is self efficacy?
The term self-efficacy refers to an individual's confidence in their ability to complete a task or achieve a goal. 
The concept was originally developed by Albert Bandura. Today, psychologists contend that our sense of self-
efficacy can influence whether we actually succeed at a task.

In other words, our ability to achieve a goal or complete 
a task depends on whether we think we can do it (self-
efficacy), and whether we think it will have good results 
(outcome expectancy).
Self-efficacy has important effects on the amount of 
effort individuals apply to a given task. 
Someone with high levels of self-efficacy for a given 
task will be resilient and persistent in the face of 
setbacks, while someone with low levels of self-efficacy 
for that task may disengage or avoid the situation.
For example, a student who has a lower level of self-
efficacy for maths might avoid maths tests because they 
perceive they will do badly no matter what they do.



Why is self efficacy important?

Questions:

1. Can you think of a task that 
you have to do that might 
make you feel a bit nervous or 
uncertain about your success? 
E.g. getting your maths GCSE, 
completing your coursework 
or applying for a job? 

2. What strategies could you use 
to help you improve your self 
efficacy? What strategies did 
the video suggest?

Challenge:  How can you help other 
people improve their self efficacy?



Good mental well-being includes having the belief that we have strengths we can draw on 
in times of challenge, which can reduce feelings of helplessness. Having self-belief and 
recognising our strengths can help situations feel less stressful, and more manageable.

How can self efficacy effect our mental health?

One of the ways we can improve our self efficacy is recognising our 
strengths. What are your strengths?

I am good at asking 
for help when I 
don’t understand 
something

I am good at 
contributing in 
class. I answer 
questions well.

I am good a 
good listener

I am very 
punctual – I 
like to be on 
time.

I come into school 
everyday – my 
attendance is good.

I always try my 
best, even if I 
find something 
hard.

I am a good 
friend to 
others

I am caring

I complete my 
work in class.

Question: 
Why do you think some people find it hard 
to recognise their own strengths?
Can you think of other people’s strengths 
more easily than your own? Why?



Let’s look at an example of someone who has a lot of self 
efficacy - Anthony Joshua

It doesn’t matter how many times a man falls. What matters is his 
ability to rise from seemingly hopeless situations each time he is 
written off. That is the story of Anthony Oluwafemi Olaseni Joshua, the 
current boxing world’s brightest star.

Joshua’s story is one of the triumphs of hard work, perseverance and 
humility over adversity and pessimism (negative thoughts). 

When Anthony Joshua was 18 he was in reading jail on remand, 
waiting for his sentence. Luckily for him, he was released from prison 
for a crime that could have faced a 14 year sentence (fighting and 
other silly stuff – according to AJ). He had to be on tag for a year. He 
says of this time:
‘’I became so disciplined when I was on tag. I would be at home by 
eight o’clock and because I had boxing, I lived the disciplined life. I 
started reading because I learnt that so many champions educated 
themselves. Joe Louis, Mike Tyson, Bernard Hopkins. Before it was 
‘act now, think later’ – but the discipline and reading changed me.’’



Joshua went on to have a lot of success in his career. He won an Olympic Gold, 
beat Wladimir Klitschko, former heavy weight champion, and unified three 
heavy weight belts.

However, in 2019 Joshua lost his fight with the Mexican fighter Andy Ruiz. This 
was a huge shock and he lost all of his belts.

Joshua’s loss in June to Ruiz is considered as one of the biggest upsets in boxing 
history. After the fight, Joshua’s father, Robert was enraged and demanded an 
explanation from his trainer, on what happened to his son, who seemed lost for 
the major part of the fight. He wanted his son’s coaching team changed but as 
soon as the dust settled, Joshua convinced his dad that his team was perfect 
and he would be better prepared for the rematch.

While preparing for the second fight, Joshua came back to Nigeria where 
he did some charity work and reconnected with his roots. He went about 
his training with professionalism, paying attention to details and devising a 
system that would neutralize Ruiz’s fast hands. He was also visited by ex 
fighters who gave him advice and reminded him of his strengths. He didn’t 
give up. He believed in his ability. 

In December 2020 they fought again and this time Joshua won. He 
reunited his belts and confirmed his place as one of the best boxers of his 
generation. 



“Don’t let the failures go to your heart, or your success 
get to your head.’’

Think about Anthony 
Joshua’s story. What 
obstacles did he have to 
overcome in order to 
maintain his self- belief?

Challenge:  Thinking 
about his story. What 
strategies do you think 
he used to maintain his 
self belief? 



Self-belief does not always mean being immediately successful, but 
having self-belief can give you the opportunity to think about the things 
that are under your control, to take one step at a time and work towards 
your goals.

What goals do you want to achieve 
today?
e.g. complete all my work in science.

What goals do you want to achieve this 
year?
e.g. get a 4 in m English GCSE or get a 
Distinction in my coursework.

DISCUSS:

What might stop you from achieving 
these goals?
e.g. giving up because it is hard.
Not asking the teacher if you don’t 
understand.

What can you do to overcome these 
obstacles?
e.g. Asking for help when you need it

DISCUSS:



‘FLIP IT’
Another way to consider helpful and unhelpful thinking habits is to practise ‘flipping’ 
them. Unhelpful thinking habits are the things we tell ourselves that creep up and get in 
the way of doing what we want to do.

‘I failed my maths test, I’m 
useless at maths. ‘

Unhelpful thoughts:

‘I am just not good at reading so 
I am not going to try.‘

‘There is no point in going to that 
lesson, I have missed so many lessons 
already.’

Helpful thoughts:
This time I didn’t do well but 
I’m not totally useless. I didn’t 
get every single question 
wrong.

I will ask for some
help so I can improve.

Can you flip these 
unhelpful thoughts 
into helpful ones?



Reflection
1. Can you think of a time when you have given up too easily? What could you 

have done differently?

2. Can you think of a time when you have said ‘’I can’t’’ before you have really 
given it your best shot? How could things have been different if you had a 
‘can do’ mindset?

3. Can you think of something that you find difficult? What can you do to try 
and overcome it?

4. How can you work today or this week to do better? 



“Whether you think you 
can, or you think you can’t -
you’re right.”

Henry Ford


